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Ready for the PENULTIMATE book of Season 4?Twisting fates and colliding hearts...Welcome

back to The Shade.Order your copy now!
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I loved this book, and waiting for the cure to be found was exciting...... but the best was when

Grace's love interest just shows up with the cure !!!! I loved ever that Lucas went thru not to b mean

but it was funnyman getting waxed n molested almost by the marshdewells if I even got that name

right !! Bella thank you please don't stop the Shade I will read everything u write as long as I can

read The Shade.......

Once again another fabulous book, eagerly awaiting the next and final book, hard to believe it's

coming to end but what a great journey, thank you Bella for 40 outstanding books, had I known I

would have gotten kindle unlimited sooner but hey you may have another writing streak with your

new novel!!!



Book 31 A Twist Of Fate is absolutely Fascinating! There's a marriage, there're babies, there're new

family members and we have a naked main character (That's Right)When you start to read the book

you'll get so engrossed in the story and characters that you'll want to skip over chapters just to keep

reading about the character that you're reading about at the time.Bella's book just keep getting

better and better all the time. She is such a great writer that I can't get enough of her books. her

writing keeps you on the edge of your seat and you'll laugh, cry, scream and get mad at things

going on in the book. I highly recommend this book.

I can't believe it's almost over. Bella has kapt ne entertained for over 40 books with her twists, turns

and romanic emotions. Her writing is nothing short of phenomenonal. This is a must read series and

hopefully a couple of movies.

I will start off by saying that A Twist of Fates had me laughing so hard at one point that I had to

regain my composure to continue. Poor Lucas! He always seems to be catching the wrong end of

the stick.We find out SO much more information in this book regarding everything that has been

going on and it is jaw dropping. Atticus NEEDS to be stopped!As with any book Bella writes, I

cannot get enough of it and end up blowing through the book which leaves me desperate for more.

I've grown to love the new characters so much over the past several books and I am sad to see

their stories coming to an end but I'm sure Bella has some more tricks up her sleeve.A Twist of

Fates is definitely a suspenseful read but the humor in it is amazing!The countdown to book 32

begins!!

I feel like this one may have been one of the slowest for me , But I have been inhaling these books

in a day or two's time and desperately needed it to continue. That is a norm for me when characters

are introduced .

I really enjoyed this book and I am sad that it is finally coming to an end even though I know it would

happen eventually. I didn't care so much for Ben's story as I did all the others but Grace's &

Victoria's stories have been worth staying up late and reading all weekend. I don't know how Bella

comes up with all the worlds, characters, and new supernaturals each book, it's becoming hard to

keep track of! I do appreciate the fact that she releases each book fairly quickly and low priced so I

now have a massive Kindle library of her books that I go back and read through from time to time.

I'd recommend this series to anyone who enjoys romance, supernatural, and adventure.



Words can't describe how awesome this series are! I thought once Season 1 of was over I was

going to stop reading, but NO this series just keep getting better and better and also I have preorder

The gender games ðŸ˜•
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